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1. Design Ideas
• Tinker Cad is a free to use website designed 

by the makers of AutoCAD. All you need to 
do is create a profile, and begin designing 
your very own projects. These can be 3D 
mechanical projects, Electrical/Electronic 
Circuits, programming microchips, or a 
combination of all! It even included a 
virtual Arduino simulator. 
https://www.tinkercad.com/

• Recommended for ages 12+



1. Design Ideas
• Try the 30 day Lego challenge, 

which challenges you to design 
& build a new thing every day, 
from rollercoasters to 
snowmobiles! They can be as 
complex as you can think of.

• Recommended for ages 3+





2. Code & Electronics Ideas

• Visit Code Academy to teach 
your self to do computer 
programming for free in 
Python, Java, HTML, C++ and 
many more. 
https://www.codecademy.com/

• Recommended for ages 14+.



2. Code & Electronics Ideas

• Use code.org to learn to do 
computer programming by 
playing free educational coding 
based gamed that feature Star 
Wars, Frozen, Minecraft, and 
many more. 
https://studio.code.org/courses

• Recommended for ages 7+



2. Code & Electronics Ideas
• Why not look at getting a Microbit (for younger children), 

Arduino (for larger electronic capacity) or Raspberry Pi (for 
larger software capacity) for small home projects? Stater Kits 
include everything you need, including step-by-step project 
ideas.

• https://microbit.org/projects/make-it-code-it/

• Recommended for ages 8+

• https://create.arduino.cc/projecthub

• Recommended for ages 12+

• https://thepihut.com/

• Recommended for ages 14+



3. Biology Ideas
• Why not try a mini beast hunt in your garden or 

local park, see how many insects and bugs you can 
collect and try to identify them. 

• Recommended for ages 4+

• Try looking around wet areas, under trees or 
overturning rocks.
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3. Biology Ideas
• Why not grow you own plants from seeds? If you’re 

feeling more adventurous why not start with left 
overs? Did you know lettuce, carrot (tops), 
tomatoes, peppers, potatoes & onions can all be 
planted and can grow into new plants?

• Recommended for ages 3+

• https://www.gardentech.com/blog/gardening-and-
healthy-living/growing-food-from-kitchen-scraps



3. Biology Ideas
• You can try to draw and label different plants 

and flowers in your garden. Try to label as 
many parts of the plant as you can and 
describe what they do. 

• Recommended for ages 6+

• Try starting with Daisies, Dandelions and 
Buttercups.

Stamen

Petals

Stem



3. Biology Ideas
• Go on a Bird Hunt and note down how many birds 

you see of each species. 

• Recommended for ages 7+







3. Biology Ideas
• You could try seeing how many different varieties 

of trees there are close to your home. 

• Print out a leaf/twig/blossom/fruit or nut survey and 
get exploring!

• Recommended for ages 7+











3. Biology Ideas
• Check out the RSPB’s website for fun family 

project ideas to help nature, such as building a 
hedgehog café, bird house or a minibeast hotel 
in your garden. Remember to keep a diary of any 
visitors! 

• Recommended for ages 7+ with adult 
supervision.

• https://www.rspb.org.uk/fun-and-learning/for-
families/family-wild-challenge/activities/



3. Biology Ideas
• You could try making a wormery, solitary bee hive, 

or compost heap to help out the plants in your 
garden. 

• The RHS has many great ideas to help promote the 
green fingers of the future.

• https://schoolgardening.rhs.org.uk/Resources/Find-
a-resource?so=0&pi=10&ps=10&f=1,1:&page=2

• Recommended for ages 7+ with adult supervision.



4. Climate Ideas
• As Climate Change is one of the biggest challenges of 

our time, the more people are educated about it, the 
better. Nasa and WWF both provide fantastic free 
online resources, including educational games.

• https://www.wwf.org.uk/get-
involved/schools/resources/climate-change-
resources#resources

• Recommended for ages 10+

• https://climatekids.nasa.gov/

• Recommended for ages 8+



5. English & Drawing Ideas
• How about writing a short story about a city of the future. Remember to 

include what would be different. Here are some ideas to incorporate into 
your future city:

• What new technology would there be? Jet Packs? Hover Cars?

• Where will power come from? Nuclear? Wind? Goldfish?

• Will there be aliens or robots? What will their job be? Where will they live?

• What will schools be like in the future? What will be the new lessons? 
Time travelling? Space first aid?

• What will people do for fun? Visit the moon? Go to a dinosaur zoo?

• Recommended for ages 7+



5. English & Drawing Ideas
• Draw a post card from an Astronaut and write a small paragraph about 

what’s in your drawing. Maybe it’s of astronauts having a picnic on the 
moon with some friendly aliens. Here are some ideas to get you started:

• Where is it set? The moon? Inside a rocket ship, on the international 
space station? Mars? The restaurant at the end of the universe?

• Who is in the picture? Astronauts? Engineers or Scientists? Aliens? The 
Mars Rover? Kids?

• What are they doing and why? Fixing something? Taking a selfie? 
Playing a game? Going on a moon walk?

• Recommended for ages 5+



5. English & Drawing Ideas
• Draw an Engineer or Scientist and write their backstory. Where do they come 

from? Where do they work? What do they do? Start with these very influential 
and inspiring people and then create your own imaginary person:

• Marie Curie 1867-1934, A polish physicist and chemist who discovered 
radiation and won two Nobel prizes.

• Alan Turing 1912-1954, an English Mathematician and Logician considered to 
be the father of modern computer science.

• Dorothy Vaughan 1910-2008, was an African-American mathematician and 
human computer in NASA on the very early days of the space program.

• Recommended for ages 6+



5. English & Drawing Ideas
• Draw an Engineer or Scientist and write their backstory. Where do they come 

from? Where do they work? What do they do? Start with these very influential 
and inspiring people:

• Beatrice Shilling 1909-1990, an English Engineer, who revolutionised WW2 
aircraft engines and was a keen motorbike racer.

• Lech Wałęsa 1943 was a Polish Electrician who won a nobel peace prize for 
leading a successful pro-democratic effort called Solidarity which in 1989 ended 
the communist rule in Poland. He became the first democratic Prime Minister of 
Poland in over 40 years.

• Albert Einstein 1879-1955, a German Physicist best known for his theory of 
relativity.

• Recommended for ages 6+



5. English & Drawing Ideas
• Draw an Engineer or Scientist and write their backstory. Where do they come from? 

Where do they work? What do they do? Start with these very influential and inspiring 
people:

• Mary Jackson 1921-2005, was an African-American aerospace engineer at NASA. 
She started as a computer at the segregated West Area Computing division in 1951. 
She took advanced engineering classes and, in 1958, became NASA's first African-
American female engineer.

• Dame Jane Goodall 1934, an English primatologist and anthropologist, the worlds 
most foremost expert on chimpanzees, known for her amazing work in Tanzania.

• Galileo Galilei 1564-1642, an Italian physicist and astronomer, discovering many 
things about space and the plants as well as contributing to telescopes and compass 
technology.

• Recommended for ages 6+



5. English & Drawing Ideas
• Draw an Engineer or Scientist and write their backstory. Where do they come from? 

Where do they work? What do they do? Start with these very influential and inspiring 
people:

• Nikola Tesla 1856-1943, a Serbian Engineer, who formed the basis of the modern power 
grid, as well as contributing hugely to electromagnetism and electromechanical 
engineering which went on to help robotics, remote control & radar technology.

• Ada Lovelace 1815-1852, an English Mathematician and writer who was the first 
computer programmer.

• Katherine Johnson 1918-2020, was an African-American mathematician  at NASA. Her 
calculations were critical to the success of the first US spaceflight.

• Anna Walentynowicz 1929-2010 was a Polish welder and crane operator who was an 
amazing and empowering political activist throughout her life.

• Recommended for ages 6+



6. Languages Ideas

• British Sign.co.uk is offering a ‘pay what you can’ policy for online sign language 
courses. Why not start today and learn a whole new way to communicate? 

• https://www.british-sign.co.uk/learn-online-british-sign-language-course/
• Recommended for ages 9+
• Duolingo offers many free online courses in different languages:
• https://www.duolingo.com/
• Recommended for ages 11+



7. Chemistry Ideas
• You can try making slime at home with these simple ingredients:
• 100ml PVA white glue (children’s craft glue or CE marked glue)
• ½ tsp bicarbonate of soda
• gel food colouring
• 1 tsp contact lens cleaning solution
• glitter (optional)
• See the BBC good food website for a detailed recipe: 

https://www.bbcgoodfood.com/howto/guide/how-make-slime
• Or try your Hand at making invisible ink using vinegar and water and write secret messages.
• Recommended for ages 3+ with adult supervision.





7. Chemistry Ideas
• Learn about Gases by blowing up a balloon:
• Inflate a balloon using simple household objects, all you will need is a balloon, 

vinegar, an empty bottle and bicarbonate of soda. This is a quick and easy activity that 
can be carried out at home, indoors or outdoors. Simply pour around 50ml of vinegar 
into an empty bottle, put two teaspoons of baking soda into a balloon and then spread 
the neck of the balloon over the top of the bottle. When you lift the balloon up, the 
baking powder will fall into the bottle, mix with the vinegar and make carbon dioxide 
gas. The gas expands which fills the balloon with air!

• Make your own reaction with exploding fizzy drinks:
• Be aware you can get messy and this is best to do in the summer as it needs to be 

done outdoors- not in your kitchen! All you will need for your experiment is a bottle 
of fizzy drink and mentos! Pop the mentos (around 7 works well) into the bottle (2 
liters is best) and watch the drink erupt. Remember to stand well back as it can be 
very powerful. Experiment with different numbers of mentos and different fizzy 
drinks.

• Recommended for ages 4+ with adult supervision.



7. Chemistry Ideas
• For anyone lucky enough to have roses in your gardens, why not try using 

them to make litmus paper so you can test for acids and alkalis:
• https://schoolgardening.rhs.org.uk/Resources/Activity/Rose-litmus-paper
• If you fancy making some nice new decorations, have a go at using coffee 

filter chromatography to create butterflies or flowers: 
https://buggyandbuddy.com/chromatography-butterflies-separating-colors-in-
markers/

• https://buggyandbuddy.com/spring-science-activity-for-kids-
chromatography-flowers/

• The ink will separate out into it’s different colours and components creating a 
lovely effect. Tip: The dark colours will give you the most variety of colours.

• Recommended for ages 5+ with adult supervision.



7. Chemistry Ideas
• Why not experiment with something which behaves like 

both a liquid and solid at the same time, and try and make 
dancing Oobleck. It is very fun to watch, even for adults, 
and only needs Corn flour, water, food colouring (optional), 
a base speaker and a lot of clingfilm!

• http://www.housingaforest.com/dancing-oobleck/
• You can try Penny cleaning using vinegar & salt, right 

before you eyes: 
https://www.exploratorium.edu/science_explorer/copper_ca
per.html

• Recommended for ages 5+ with adult supervision.



8. Astronomy Ideas
• Why not join the space race and create your very own water 

bottle rocket. You’ll need a large outside space to launch it 
from, and will have to be very careful of when it comes back to 
earth. All you’ll need is an empty 2L plastic bottle, a cork and 
an airpump. Don’t forget to decorate it!

• https://www.science-sparks.com/making-a-bottle-rocket/
• Recommended for ages 5+ with adult supervision.

• Why not keep a Moon Diary and track the changing shapes of 
the moon each night. Watch out for werewolves on the night of 
the full moon!

• Recommended for ages 7+





8. Astronomy Ideas

• If you get a clear night, go out star watching and try to 
identify as many star constellations as you can.

• Recommended for ages 9+.
• Or try tracking satellites, flares and the international 

space station and see if you can see them from your 
house on a clear night.

• https://www.satflare.com/track.asp?q=25544
• Recommended for ages 10+.





9. Virtual Tours
• There are many amazing and inspiring places you can watch recorded & interactive 

tours of, to see what things really look like, from Fusion Machines in the UK, to the 
International Space Station:

• https://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/station/main/suni_iss_tour.html

• http://virtualniprohlidky.cez.cz/cez-temelin-aj/?fbclid=IwAR2qkY1-
Isd8NhLql6qCjhVDRsM3TBOBlCxAsvmMvb3c8MMXp6PcX7goaFY

• https://www.dendrite.me/channel/view/channelid/5c4b594309d734f8e57ade45#

• https://www.facebook.com/UKAEAofficial/videos/2607193199595926/

• https://ccfe.ukaea.uk/about-ccfe/visit-ccfe/

• Recommended for ages 14+



10. Maths Ideas
• Have a go at writing and decoding your own secret messages with the pocket 

enigma. Using an old CD case, cut out one of each type of disc. put the grey disc in 
first, and the green disc on top.

• Your yellow ferrule is the Key. To start, set your Key to A, by moving the green disc 
so that it points to A on the grey disc. Now you have your secret code!

• Follow the wires to see what each letter now becomes. In this instance, A=C and 
B=D, CAT becomes ACV. Try and write a whole sentence in code, and then give it to 
a member of your house to ‘decrypt’. You can set your Key to whatever you’d like.

• For extra difficulty, introduce a pattern: i.e. for each new word, shift the key 
clockwise by one position.

• Recommended for ages 8+.





10. Maths Ideas
• Try to create your own 3D Polyhedral with the triangles. It is best to use card (coloured if you’d like) and 

to laminate them as they will last longer, but paper works just as well. Cut out all your triangles including 
cutting along the slits on each side. 

• You can begin putting them together now! Slot two triangles together by sliding the slits together, making 
sure the corners are on the out side. Get a third triangle, and again, making sure the corners are facing out, 
use it to bridge the two triangles, making a triangle cut out.

• Use a forth triangle to connect the remaining slots, you should now have a little ball!

• Try the same thing, but this time, instead of making a triangle cut out with your triangles, use them to 
make a square cut out. You can make your shapes as big or as uniform as you like! Across is a picture of 
what it will look like if you make a pentagon cut out shape into a ball.

• If you’re interested in making more or harder shapes, see this link to other building shapes, including 
squares, pentagons and stars.

• https://www.georgehart.com/slide-togethers/slide-togethers.html

• Recommended for ages 8+.





11. Exercise Ideas
• It’s important to look after our health, but that can be tricky at the 

moment. Here are some fun ideas you can do with the whole 
family and fit around work from home and home schooling:

• Yoga/Pilates: great for all ages and abilities, you can use it to 
increase flexibility, tone, or build strength. Many yoga & pilates
teachers are offering online sessions. The Cosmic Kids youtube
channel offers 30-40minute yoga sessions with stories to keep 
primary school aged children engaged: 
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC5uIZ2KOZZeQDQo_Gsi_
qbQ

• Hula Hoops: fantastic core strength exercise which can easily be 
turned into a game or competition for the whole family.



11. Exercise Ideas
• Skipping: whole body exercise and fantastic cardio to do out in 

the garden, which can easily be turned into a game or 
competition.

• Resistance Bands: easy to buy online and a good alternative to 
weights, for those more interested in staying fit than building 
muscle.

• Joe Wicks ‘PE with Joe’ you tube workouts: his channel offers 
daily PE lessons of around 30minutes which are based around 
standard PE lessons: 
https://www.youtube.com/user/thebodycoach1



12. Mental Health and Welfare

• It is very important that we are aware of our mental health at the moment and our work/life 
balance.

• Anxiety and depression are at a high at the moment and it is important to have the open 
discussion with your family, especially with older children. Mind has some great advice and 
information on approaching these subjects:

• https://www.mind.org.uk/information-support/for-children-and-young-
people/coronavirus/supporting-your-teens-wellbeing-during-coronavirus/

• Try having a 1950s lockdown one day a week; don’t access technology, instead, knit, draw, read 
a book, go for a walk, but give yourself a break from screens.



12. Mental Health and Welfare

• Make sure everyone has time on their own. It can be easy to feel frustrated 
about lockdown and being locked in with the same few people.  Even if it is just 
30minutes a day, it is important to go out on your own, whether that is going out 
to a park and reading on your own, walking the dog or taking a long bath. It is 
also good to encourage children to do an activity on their own in their room/the 
garden for 30minutes each day. Self-care is very important now and we’re all 
better to support each other if we look after ourselves.



13. General Links
•The IET and BBC bitesize provide a huge amount of 
interactive content following the UK curriculum:

•https://education.theiet.org/key-stage-1-2-3-and-4-
free-stem-resources/

•https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize
•Caters for all Key Stages.



13. General Links
• Nasa and freehomeschooldeals.com offer a huge variety of 

online and printable worksheets, from colouring & crafts 
activities to learning about a variety of subjects.

• https://www.nasa.gov/stem
• https://www.freehomeschooldeals.com/category/free-

printables/
• CERN has a free, interactive puzzle and games website:
• http://www.cernland.net/
• Caters for all Key Stages.


